The Alamut defile
zig-zagging from bank to bank the defile through which the
Alamut River pours itself into the Shah Rud.
Cliffs pile themselves on either hand and make a cool winding
passage hardly touched by the sun. On the left, red precipices
such as I had looked on through my illness; on the right, black
and grey granite where the mass of Shirkuh, or Bidalan, as this
part of die promontory is called, tumbles in stony ribs hundreds
of feet to the water. Somewhere at the top is the Assassin
castle of Durovon.
But I had enough to do without diinking of Assassins.
Even on the level ground it took us three hours to reach the
far side of the defile from Kandichal, and when we had done
so, I lay on my quilt, injected camphor to steady my trouble-
some heart, and fed myself on -white of egg and brandy, the
only food I dared risk. We were in the last of the shadow cast
by the defile, where it was filled with the pleasantness of run-
ning water that travelled there like light. The boulders by the
river were covered with mauve flowers belonging to some
creeping plant, and in the damper crevices a scented, milky-
leaved shrub about five feet high, with bell clusters of pink
flowers veined with red, swayed in the breeze of the river, and
filled the place with a secret loveliness.
Having rested here, we rode for another two hours along
the first hot stretch of the Alamut valley until the open lands
of Shahrak appeared, green with walnuts and poplars and
meadows. Under the shadow of trees, people were harvest-
ing. The black oxen trod in a slow circle round heaps of
corn, pressing out the grain with heavy wooden rollers.
" The years, like great black oxen, tread the world."
At a little distance, where the young men worked with forks,
hillocks of chaff were rising, tossed and carried to one side by
the wind as the heavier grain dropped down.
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